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Chairperson’s Message
The year 2008 began with lots of challenges
due to the shaky political scenario that we have
found ourselves in. Despite the uncertainty I
trust that the blessings of 2008 will unfold in
coming months for all AMWIK members as
members of the wider Kenyan community.
Times of challenge provide opportunity for
every individual to excel, whether as members,
in the environments where we work and in the
communities where we live.
With this edition the Connection now
becomes an online publication. This will enable us to communicate better, faster and more
frequently as we fall in stride with modern
technologies. We hope members will participate in sharing their professional experiences
online.
Throughout 2007 we were glad that a
number of members participated in our activi01
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ties. At least 40 members shared their skills
in supporting implementation of AMWIK programmes in one area or the other or participated in our training. Members produced radio
programmes on child labour, civic education,
and women leadership. Others wrote articles
for the Dawn, while others went that extra mile
to see that women issues found space or airtime in the media houses where they work.
AMWIK enjoyed huge presence at the community level with community listening groups
in at least six districts including Marsabit, Garissa, Isiolo, Kiambu, Kisumu, Tharaka.
The listening sessions covered a range of
topics including child labour issues, civic education (URAIA), and women leadership. It is
our hope that the seeds we planted would germinate and we propose to expand the listening
groups in 2008.
This is an election year for the Association
and we hope that members are gearing themselves for this event and preparing to usher in
a new leadership to take AMWIK ever higher.
In closing I once again call on members
to be active and mentor younger members
of the profession and students. In particular,
let us support and encourage our colleagues
who need us when we receive messages from
the welfare committee. Let us not ignore
the opportunities that come through online
updates.
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AMWIK
members at
the AGM.

board: “I am quite happy that this is a very
vibrant team, whose contribution and sacrifice would surely see AMWIK grow.”
However, Ms Machini realises that the association’s intended goals will only succeed with the
support and cooperation of all the members. Thus,
she advises members, both young and old to pull
resources, and together march on to the highest
peak.
Ms Machini was ushered in after tightly contested
elections held during the association’s Annual General Meeting on April 26 at the Meridian Court Hotel
in Nairobi. The election was presided over by Univer-

By Lilian Juma

Seasons come

and go, and, years, one after
another, die. How time flies!
The Association of Media Women in Kenya
(AMWIK) has yet again ushered in a new team of officials to its Executive Board for a two-year term.
And Sylvia Machini, the new chairperson has a
bold message for all AMWIK members, friends and
partners: We will deliver!
Ms Machini, who took over from Rose LukaloOwino (whose tenure expired after serving a successful two-year term) also says of the newly elected
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sity of Nairobi’s School of Journalism lecturer Edwin
Nyutho.
The new AMWIK chairperson, besides being
a veteran media practitioner, also boasts of many
years of experience in the corporate world. She has
worked as the Corporate Affairs Manager for Barclays
Bank and as Programme Officer with the African
Council for Communications Education (ACCE).
Assuming the role of vice chair person is seasoned international journalist and gender specialist
Mildred Barasa of Internews Network. She replaces
Eliza Chege of the Commission for Higher Education
(CHE) and lecturer at the University of Nairobi, who
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also stepped down after serving two terms.
Mildred is also the Secretary General of African
Network of Environmental Journalists (ANEJ). She
says of her new appointment: “My new position
as AMWIK Vice Chairperson will enable me
push for the implementation of more activities than before. I aim to ensure success of
the fundraising initiative, which has so far
benefited 12 of our members, and see that
it benefits many other members and Kenyans as a whole.”
The vice chair hopes to achieve this by seeking the
support from both individual and corporate sponsors.
Mildred whose efforts have seen her win praise
as the highest fundraiser in the AMWIK scholarship
initiative believes that with the necessary support
from all members, the new team would raise more
funds to help all members who wish to pursue higher
learning but are financially handicapped.
However, the vice chair extends her gratitude to
AMWIK’s donors, partners, friends and well-wishers
who have been at hand to see the association grow,
from a small grouping serving only the interests
of women journalists to an institution that works to
uplift the status and welfare of women and children
in Kenya.
Mildred who prides herself as a beneficiary of the
association’s many projects adds: “My desire is to
ensure that members get as many training opportunities as possible for their professional growth. I will
also work to ensure that members participate and
benefit from the different projects run by AMWIK,
such as the Gender and Governance Programme,
for their own capacity development and ultimately
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becoming effective leaders in the country.
She further says the new board will borrow a
lot from the predecessors who excelled under the
leadership of Rose Lukalo - Owino, and ensure that
members have more respect and say in AMWIK’s
activities.
“AMWIK has achieved a lot, especially
with the Scholarship initiative, Programmes
on Gender and Governance, Female Genital Mutilation, Child Labour and Child Sexual Exploitation; but we need to do more as
a team i.e. members, the board and secretariat should coordinate well for AMWIK
to achieve her desired goals. We need
more unity, respect of everyone’s ideas and
views, irrespective of one’s age, academic
standing, experience in journalism etc.”
Ms Rachel Keino of the Ministry of Women
and Children was elected unopposed to the position
of treasurer and is currently serving her second term.
Also elected to serve in AMWIK’s Executive board
are six experienced media professionals - Ms Rose
Nzioka (Online Editor, The Standard Group), Ms
Sandra Ndonye (Media Manager, Internews), Ms
Isabella Wabomba (Umi) (Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC), Ms Lilian Juma (Sub Editor, The
People Daily), Ms Dorah Nesoba (The Link) and Ms
Liz Opudo (AMWIK’s immediate former exchange
programme representative to Uganda Media Women
Association).
The new team targets to push the association
into new heights of development, making it a more
vibrant network that is dedicated to strengthening
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the role of women in the
media as a means of furthering the freedom of the
press. The team hopes
to achieve an increase in
programme implementation
and also expand the AMWIK
secretariat as well as the
media resource centre for
members.
The new board at a glance
Sylvia Machini is a highly qualified University
Graduate with many years of varied professional and
academic training in communication, journalism,
film production, design, public relations, IEC, Programme development, management and evaluation.
Sylvia who prides herself with a Masters of Arts,
Communication Studies, post Graduate diploma,
Mass Communications and Bachelor of Arts, Design,
has worked in different capacities in both private and
public institutions, and the United Nations. Sylvia
launched her media career as
a film Producer and Director
with the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
in 1982. She also worked
as Administrative Assistant, Public Relations and
Information at Kenyata University, from 1989 to 1990,
when she moved on to Barclays Bank as Public Relations and Community Affairs
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Manager. In 1999 to 2003 She worked with the
United Nations Development Programme as Information Communication Specialist and more recently,
was Programme Officer at the African Council for
Communication Education. The AMWIK Chairperson
also boasts of affiliation to a number of professional
associations.
Mildred Barasa has 12 years experience
in the print media and has built a reputation as an
esteemed gender advocate. She is currently a print
media trainer and mentor at Internews Kenya,
writes proposals and reports, and does supportive
research for the Media Resource Centre and media
coordination activities. Mildred also represents
the Network at forums with stakeholders & partners, e.g. Gender based violence (GBV), aimed at
developing a fully fledged Gender program at the
organization.
She launched her career in the media as an
intern at the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation
(KBC), and later joined the Nation Media Group
before moving to Kenya Times where she specialized in feature writing
and editing.
Mildred was elected
as the Secretary General
of African network of
Environmental Journalists (ANEJ) on February
25th 2005, by members
of the organization, a
position she holds to
date.
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She has also worked as a correspondent for international media houses, including AMINA, a French
women’s magazine, the Guardian – England and
Panos England and East Africa.
Isabellah (Umi) Wabomba is the head of
Customer Care, Kenya Broadcasting Corporation.
She is a holder of Bachelor of Arts degree in Communications from Daystar University and is currently
undertaking a Masters in Business Administration
(MBA) at the University of
Nairobi, specialising in
Strategic Management.
She has worked as a
journalist and Sales and
Marketing Executive with
the Nation Media Group,
had a short stint at the
AMWIK secretariat in
2002/3 as a reporter and
assistant in normal office
operations, and later moved
to the East African Educational Publishers as the Publicity and Public Relations Officer for three years.
Sandra Ndonye, 28, is the Media Manager at Internews Network office in Nairobi, Kenya
(an international non-profit media development
organization with a mandate to support open media
worldwide, fosters independent media in emerging democracies, produces innovative television
and radio programming as well as print and internet
content, and uses the media to reduce conflict within
and between countries).
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Before joining Internews
four years ago, Sandra
worked with the Kenya
Broadcasting Corporation’s Metro TV and Metro
FM Radio for four and
a half years, producing
children’s/youth TV programmes, anchoring and as
a radio talk show host and
producer.
Her vision is to see
AMWIK “grow further and stand out loud and proud
as a leading media association.”
Dorah Nesoba joins the board with a wealth
of experience in media and public affairs. She has
over eight years experience as a development journalist, with skills in programmes development and
management.
She is currently the editor of The Link Newspaper,
a local monthly governance newspaper published by
the Institute for Civic Affairs
and Development (ICAD),
a non-governmental
organisation that also
conducts annual audits
on the performance of
Kenyan Members of
Parliament.
Dorah has previously
worked in various editorial capacities at The
People Daily and later at
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Tanzanian Journalist
Taps into GGP to Launch
Political Career

The Standard Group before becoming actively
involved in Social and sustainable development
work at ICAD.
She is currently the secretary of the Nile
Media Network (Kenya chapter). She holds a
Diploma in Broadcast Journalism from Kenya
Institute of Mass Communication and is an alumnus of Marquette University’s Les Aspin Centre
for Government based in Washington D.C.
She says of the task ahead: “We can change
history’s course. It is not enough to just look
back in wonder of how far we’ve come; we must
look ahead with a fierce urgency at how far we
have left to go.”
Lilian Juma is a Sub Editor with The People Daily and has previously served as an Assistant News Editor at The Kenya Times and as a sub
Editor at the The Financial Post. She holds A
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Political Science and
Sociology from the University of Nairobi and a
Diploma in Journalism from the Kenya Institute
of Mass Communication KIMC).
She also holds a Diploma in Online Research,
Publishing and Communication from the
University of Stockholm, Sweden.
She says: “Indeed
AMWIK has come along
way. We have often
heard people saying
that the sky is the limit,
but I prefer to say that
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By Zawadi Machibya

I

t was by Gods grace that I came to the Asso-

ciation of Media Women in Kenya during an
election period. Though a broadcast journalist
for more than ten years; I have been in active
politics for some time now. I was a parliamentary contender in the 2005 Tanzanian general
election on the Chama Cha Mapinduzi- CCM
party ticket.
I am from Tanzania Media Women Association (TAMWA) and I got the chance to come to
Kenya, last year, through a regional
exchange programme which
brings together women
journalists from five media
women associations in
Africa including Uganda,
Ethiopia, and Zambia.
It is by coincidence
that I came to AMWIK
during an election season and my political life
has
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grown in leaps and bounds since then. Apart
from benefiting from the overall political environment in Kenya, AMWIK was
at the time engaged in
Gender and Governance Programmes
that sought to
enhance the
participation
of women
in politics; this
experience
greatly
enhanced
my political
career.
Being involved
in the AMWIK workshops for women aspirants,
whose aim was to give the women aspirants’ important tips on how to effectively use
media as a traveling vessel towards winning
the political office, also opened a door for the
journey I was to undertake after the exchange
programme.

How
serious
are you in
joining the
competition?
Are you well
equipped?
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I joined women aspirants’ workshops in
Kakamega (for Western and Nyanza Provinces),
Nairobi (for central province) and Mombasa (for
Coast Province). In those workshops, more than
200 women aspirants (mostly parliamentary aspirants) were equipped with strategies to win political
office by using media.
And indeed in between my time in Kenya, armed
with a few additional ideas and my confidence
bolstered, I returned home at the end of August for
campaigns and later elections. I contested to be a
member of regional executive council (REC) and

take up political office. I remember one person
later told me after my failure to secure the nomination for the seat that, ‘you had no strategies for the
post; I think you had a gang of hoodlum who ate
your money during the campaigns.’ It was true.
Charity Ngilu, addressing women aspirants in one
of the meetings in Nairobi asked the women: “How
serious are you in joining the competition? Are you
well equipped?”
From the workshops I was exposed to a number
of experiences women aspirants encounter while
running towards political recognition. As majority in

cal address. I discovered that it goes hand in hand
with sharing ideas with the media, prioritizing the
agendas and use the available resources correctly.
Women have strong leadership qualities such as
the ability to mobilize people and the scrupulous
planning and multi-tasking proficiency. If these are
well used for themselves, great changes can be
revealed in a very short time.
I feel since Kenyan women are not so involved in
party politics or lose when their parties merge into
other coalitions an option is that the Constitution
may be changed to allow them vie as independ-

who can trust them for political leadership?
Regional Ideology and Publicity Secretary in Singida region for my political party the ruling Chama
Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) and emerged victorious!
The first post had 554 voters I won by 463
votes, out of six contenders. The second post
which ranks as one of the top party official in Singida region had 47 voters I won by 40 votes out of
three contenders. Thanks to God!
I want to admit that the Gender and Governance
Programme (GGP) played a great part in my political victories. All those seminars and workshops for
aspirants in different places in Kenya gave me even
more courage to be a better politician and compete
to the best of my abilities, and stand on the same
stage as my male folk. When I had vied in the past,
I was told that my involvement in politics was not
enlightened and that I lacked proper strategies to
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any voting population, the power women possess
to sell politicians is tremendous. They are trusted in
raising families. They are mothers, sisters, nurses
and more. However, the challenge is who can trust
them for political leadership? The workshops gave
me a lot of experience and added confidence.
In May 2007, UNIFEM organized a conference
jointly with all partners in GGP to give parliamentary aspirants a chance to learn from political mentors, role models and testimonies from veterans.
Silently, I was one of the aspirants in wait, aiming higher; I attended as a journalist but also as
a future contestant in class. I learnt that women
had to work hard and be prepared for socio-cultural challenges. I recognized that embracing unity
and remaining focused are the real bridge towards
victory. Any political leader has to have a politi11
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ent candidates who don’t have to be nominated by
their parties. A lot of women do not have a track
record in their political parties and hope to be nominated at the last minute. Dr Josphine Ojiambo is
for example active and visible in her political party
Kanu. It would be hard to deny her a nomination if
she wishes to stand for elections. This is one step
towards nomination. Therefore women must be
active in their parties. My own party CCM for example got over 60 slots for women when it emerged
top in the elections (proportional representation).
We have about 80 women in Parliament. Political
parties should also have channels where the marginalized groups can be involved in demonstrating
skills and talent and building capacity.
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C

hildren in the world are exposed to so
much violence. Some cases are too
gruesome for anyone to comprehend. A
July 2002 report by the African Network
for the Prevention and Protection Against
Child Abuse and Neglect (ANPPCAN) and
the United Nations Children’s Fund - East
and Southern Africa Regional Office
(UNICEF-ESARO) details the horrific sexual abuse that children in
Kenya and all over Africa are
forced to endure at the hands
of parents, teachers, employers, and sex trade customers.
The report, “A situational analysis of sexual exploitation of children
in the Eastern and Southern Africa
Region,” notes that although commercial sexual exploitation of children cannot
be easily quantified due to a lack of adequate data and surveillance mechanisms,
there is an overwhelming amount of anecdotal evidence that the sexual exploitation
of children is an extensive global problem.

According to the report, child sexual
exploitation in Kenya exists in the form of
child prostitution, incest, early child marriages, rape, sodomy, indecent assault,
and defilement. The report notes that there
are a number of children joining prostitution as a means of survival. Children
- especially those from slum areas - are
exposed to sex at an early age. “An over-

whelming majority of children in Kenya
are abused in the streets. They are
either orphaned, destitute or from families facing conflicts”, says the report.
A unique feature of child prostitution in
Kenya is that people take in destitute children but instead of caring for them, they
hire the children out as prostitutes from
time to time. Some children are also kept
in brothels alongside adult prostitutes.
Though Kenya has ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child and also
signed the Protocol on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child pornog-

Workshop for Community
Radio Facilitators On Child
Sexual Abuse And Exploitation
By Chansa Mayani.
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30 thousand Kenyan children are being exploited
in the sex industry, and that is likely an underestimation
raphy, sexual offences against children are
still on the increase. UNICEF estimates
that some 30 thousand Kenyan children
are being exploited in the sex industry and
that this figure is likely to be an underestimation. A sad situation like this calls for
concerted efforts in rescuing and protecting our children from sexual abuse and
exploitation. Child sex tourism in Kenya
is officially acknowledged as a problem
requiring greater awareness.
It is against this background, that
AMWIK has joined efforts to address this
problem. Working with four groups in Kisumu, AMWIK through the community radio
listening initiative is implementing a programme on child sexual abuse and exploitation in the area. The programme being
funded by Oak Foundation is already making an impact in the communities. On
April 5, 2008,AMWIK held a workshop in
Kisumu for the for community groups on
Child sexual abuse and exploitation. The
workshop facilitated by KAACR Coordina-
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tor, Wycliff Ouma attracted 17 participants,
who were trained on the various forms of
child sexual abuse. Mr Ouma, took the
participants through all the various sexual
offences and the laws covering child sexual abuse. The participants were also taken
through the Sexual Offences Act.
Mr Peter Ogindo, who is the Children’s
Officer in Kisumu was also on hand to
explain to the members of the community radio listening groups, the role of
the Children’s Department in the campaign against child sexual abuse and
exploitation.
As the workshop intensified and participants became, more open, experiences
were shared and the community groups
were able to learn from each other. What
was most interesting is how some of the
radio listening groups are using children
themselves to spread anti- child abuse
messages. The Orongo windows and
Orphans group, for instance, has formed
radio listening clubs for children and the
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children are in turn recruiting their peers to
join the club. “We realised that children
can be a forceful tool in putting the message across, you should see just how
many children turn up for the radio listening sessions” , said Florence Gundo.
Other groups had similar experiences.
Assistant Chief Benta…. , also took time
off her schedule to attend the workshop
and add a voice to the problem of child
sexual abuse and exploitation. Sharing her
experiences, the Assistant Chief said she
has sometimes had to use corporal punishment to withdraw young girls from sex
tourism and take them back to school.
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RECIPE
Meat in Coconut Milk
4 Servings

Ingredients

Meat-beef or mutton enough for 4
people
3 cupfuls coconut milk
1 large onion
2 medium sized tomatoes
A little salad oil
Water enough to cover the pan
Salt and curry powder to taste

Methods;

1. Clean and cut meat into small
pieces. Simmer in water for 2hrs
until tender.
2. Chop onions and tomatoes. Fry
onion in a strong deep pan with
salad oil and add tomatoes.
3. Add meat, coconut milk and
seasoning.
4. Simmer slowly for about 30
minutes until gravy is thick and
tasty.

Serve hot with a staple food such as
ugali, boiled rice, steamed plantains,
cassava or yams.
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Messages of congratulations to
The New Board.

Soseleen Nzioka (Board member) wrote:

Hello fellow scribe girls, I just want to say
a big thank you to all of you for voting me in
as a board member. Together we can all step
up our participation in AMWIK to make it
vibrant and interesting.
PLEASE come for the first members
meeting which we shall be calling very soon.

The days that followed the AMWIK Annual General
Meeting, which ushered in a new board, messages
of congratulations flooded the Secretariat’s email
system.
Here are some of the messages sent in by
members:
Vusaka Ruth Litu wrote:

Congratulations to all board members on
your appointments. Heko mara si haba!!
Please work together, speak in one voice and
take AMWIK to the greater heights. May the
almighty God, give you the strength.

Dorah Nesoba (Board member) wrote:

Dear Amwik members, thank you for
electing me to serve as your Board member.
I am going to work hard for the coming year
and in future. I look forward to the new
challenges ahead & in the continuing great
privilege of serving as your board member.

To the new Chairperson, Pamela Mburia wrote:

Congratulations, girl. We count on you and
the team to steer AMWIK to the next level.

Isabellah Umi (Board member) said:

It is with great pleasure and appreciation
that i say thank you to all for your high
turnout at the AGM on Saturday and
exercising your right to vote.
Each board member is bringing in something
unique, similar to the stew that is made of
so many ingredients.
Thanks again and we count on you all to
make AMWIK the organization of choice for
Media women!

Lynette wrote:

Congrats on the successful election of a
new board! With all of our support am sure
we are headed to greater heights. Bravo!
Not to be outdone, the new board members also
sent in their thank you messages to their electorate:
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Brace yourselves for this one, its from the new
Vice Chair, Mildred Barasa:

I hereby convey my gratitude for the faith
you have in me, hence electing me as your
Vice Chairperson. It is indeed my prayer and
hope that we (the new board) will implement
what we pledged in our ‘manifestos’ to
ensure that we steer AMWIK to greater
heights.
But kindly allow me to reiterate the fact
that if we all have the organization at heart,
surely as members of the fourth estate, what
will prevent us from achieving our vision?
My plea to you as a member is to rightfully
occupy your space at AMWIK, by actively
participating in our diverse activities ranging
from committees, members’ meetings among
others.
Even as we (the board) take the lead in
ensuring that we keep members enlightened
about events and activities geared towards
improving both our professional and personal
well being, my challenge to you is to ensure
that you are assertive enough to propel
AMWIK to the desirable target.
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My Experience at ZNBC
By Wangari Ndirangu ( AMWIK FK Exchange Participant to Zambia)

N

aturally, the first days in a new country
usually knocks one off balance. New language, new faces, new food; time to become
accustomed is necessary to be able to find
ones bearing, to find one’s way around, and to
be able to begin to communicate or even read
street signs.
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Thus my coming to Zambia was not anything new. The first month of being! Saw
me learning a bit of my host country’s language and cultural basics, in order to survive and create social links.
The programme arranged for me by my
host organization, Zambia Media Women’s
Association (ZAMWA), had me going to
Zambia National Broadcasting Corporation (ZNBC) for my first attachment, which,
according to my hosts would expose me
to different styles of journalism in a foreign
land.
Being a print journalist, the experience
was surely going to be a different for me. I

to generate stories on different issues, and
travel widely outside the main city, Lusaka.
I would cover events and do a 5 minute
piece on a programme known as “The
Reporter” aired every Friday after the news
and also contribute stories to the Saturday morning show, “Kwacha good Morning Zambia”.
A work experience placement is a
unique way to observe experts in your field
and learn how they do it and that is exactly what happened to me. I laid back and
learnt from the best! From there I was able
to work and be at ease.
Clear communication and information

One word to describe my experience here ... “Overwhelming”
had done a bit of TV features back home,
but going to ZNBC was a life changing
experience for me, both as an individual
and as a media practitioner.
One thing that I can share and was
happy about was that I was not doing the
same things I had done back home. So
given an option to choose the department
I wanted to operate from, I naturally said,
‘’production department’’.
To appear and be part of Zambia’s main
TV station in the production department
was an enormous achievement for me in
my career, and being given enough space
to work was an honor.
In my two months at ZNBC, I was able
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transfer inside a system is necessary for
smooth running of a department. Who is
meeting who, who will accompany him or
her around … these are usually details in
a new place but such important ones and
it was proven by the Production guys at
ZNBC who made sure that I was not left
out wholly.
Working in the production department,
operating with “who is who “in the media
I should call them ‘celebrities’ was for me
unbelievable “out of this world”. Although
am proud to be Kenyan, the friendship
I got from the production department in
ZNBC was only one of its kind, the warmth
and the big heart from its community was
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unimaginable.
As a foreigner, it would have been more
difficult for me to get to know the locals on
my own, or with other outsiders. Locals
are usually the ones who can really introduce you not only to a country or city but
also to the people who live there. They
are the ones who can take you to places
not mentioned in tourist books, and reveal
stuff about the places where they have
practically grown up, just by telling you
their stories.
For me, the production crew gave me
the feeling of taking the best out of being
there and of getting to know the place for
indepth, by getting to know them for real.
My two months stint at ZNBC will forever
bring good memories. If I had one word to
describe my experience there, it would be
“Overwhelming”.
Although completing my attachment to
ZNBC was not my leaving Zambia (I will be
here for the rest of the year), I cannot fail
to mention, the tears I wept unashamedly
when they threw me a party. It shows how
transparent and genuine the people are!
I believe one should work for what s/he
gets: And nothing was better than, someone coming up to me and saying, “That
was a job well done” in almost all the programmes I engaged in. It’s really cool.
Finally, people grow through experience
if they meet life honestly and courageously. This is how we build character, and that
is how I would like my experience to be
- Long Live Freds Korpset!
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My Fk Exchange Experience
Association now abbreviated as AKIU. I felt like a celebrity,
as the association exposed me to the local media alongside
the Kenyan Ambassador to Uganda and the KCB CEO. I soon
oing to a foreign country always brings mixed feelings.
found myself in the Kenya Women Association in UganThough full of expectations, you would never really
da, and my life was never the same again. The numerous
know how things would turnout. So it was full of anticipation
activities associated with women made my weekends busy
for the unknown that I packed my bags and embarked on
throughout the year.
my ‘safari’ to Kampala for the Freds Korpset (FK) Exchange
By my fourth month at UMWA, I was already acting as
Programme at the beginning of 2007. One thing I was sure
Station Manager for the Association’s Community Radio
of though, was that the experience would be worth it.
Station, ‘Mama FM’. This was a challenging task but which
Though the one year I was to spend with the Uganda
I gladly undertook. Handling the adminisMedia Women Association seemed like
trative issues of the station, especially in
a life time from the beginning, I now
Uganda, where
the local language, Luganda, which I still
look back and smile at how much the
innocent women and speak fluently to date, made my stay at
experience has enhanced my personal
children have been UMWA even more interesting. My configrowth.
My challenges on the exchange
exposed to extreme dence has also grown, since I had multiple
responsibilities almost throughout my stay
programme started in Addis Ababa,
suffering
from
two
at UMWA.
Ethiopia where I spent two weeks of
I cannot forget to mention my experience
decades of civil war
intensive training to prepare me for
in Northern Uganda, a land where innocent
the one year stay in Uganda. Ethiopia
women and children have been exposed to extreme sufferwas a completely new experience for me; I failed to adapt to
ing due to two decades of civil war. By the time the word
the food and my two weeks in the country seemed like two
‘IDP’ was being mentioned in Kenya after the post election
years. But I would say the experience made me appreciate
violence, I was already too familiar with it, through my expethe diverse African culture.
rience in the camps in Gulu, Northern Uganda.
Getting to know Kampala was an exciting experience.
All in all, the Exchange Programme has made me a betIn just two months I had caught up with the Kenyans in
ter person. I handle different issues with much courage and
Uganda, and when the idea of launching an Association of
face life more positively. From me it was a pleasure going
Kenyans in Uganda was conceived, I was in the fore front
for the exchange programme.
not just as a participant but as the publicity secretary of the
By Liz Opudo
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Jokes
Anita was tired of her husband coming home drunk, and she decided to
scare him straight. One night she
put on a devils costume and hid
behind a tree to intercept him on
the way home. When her husband
walked by, she jumped out and
stood in front of him with her red
horns, long fair and pitch fork.
“Who are you?” he posed.
“I am the devil.” She answered.
“Well come on home with me, I
married your sister.”
One day at the office, a man
noticed that his very conservative colleague was wearing an
earring,
		 “I didn’t know you wear
that kind of stuff,” the guy
said
“It’s just an earring.”
“How long have you been wearing
it?”
“Since my wife found it in my
car last week.”- ET Thompson’s
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Quote Me

To understand everything is to
forgive everything. - Buddha
When you don’t know what you are
talking about, it is hard to know
when you are finished. -Tommy
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Smothers

Patience and ability to work is not
given before the work, but only
through the work. - Andrew Marray
I looked up the word politics in
the dictionary. It’s actually a
combination of two words; Poli
which means many and tics which
means bloodsuckers. Jay Lenon “The
Tonight Show”.

Never despair, but if you do, work on
in despair.Edmund Burke
If you’re not fired with enthusiasm,
you will be fired with enthusiasm.
Vince Lombardi

One Hallmark of freedom is the
sound of laughter.
We smile because we are happy. But
we also become happy because we
smile.
Act the part and you’ll become the
part.
Instead of being sad that roses have
thorns, I am glad that thorns have
roses. Joubert
An optimist sees opportunity in
every difficulty; a pessimist sees
difficulty in every opportunity.
Compiled by Venter Nkatha
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Milly Awiti Bids Farewell To AMWIK
She said the introduction of the personalised
email system at the AMWIK secretariat also
helped beef up members’ participation in various activities that the association undertook.
Sad as it sounds, but yes, Millicent has left
the association after working at the Secretariat
as programmes Assistant for over two years.
Had she stayed until June, Millicent would
have been with AMWIK for three years.
Though moving on to what some may call
greener pastures, Millicent prefers to call it
an opportunity for growth in her professional
career. For her, being at AMWIK has opened
even greater doors for her. Millie has moved
on to Kenya Institute of Management.
Her last word to the association: “AMWIK
has a lot of potential to become even bigger
than it is today, members just need to continue
striving to make it better. I strongly believe with
hard work AMWIK will be a much more force to
reckon with in a few years time”.

By Chansa Mayani

“M

y greatest joy in AMWIK has been to

Editorial Team

experience the success of the Winrock
Child Labour Programme. Just witnessing the
impact of the community radio listening group
initiative has been the greatest achievement for
me during the time I have worked at AMWIK”.
This is what Millicent had to say as she bade
farewell to AMWIK.
Millie, as many members like to call her,
fondly recalls the impact that the Child Labour
programme had on the communities in Kisumu and Kiambu. In her own words, “the programme was well appreciated by all the communities we worked with”.
Millicent adds that AMWIK has not only grown
in its mandate, in terms of programmes, but
also in membership. For her the turning point
for the association was 2006, the year which
according to Millie witnessed many activities
for members, including training programmes.
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